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W ELCO M E
T

he EASTMAN MUSIC COMPANY is pleased to offer an

exceptional line of woodwinds and brasswinds. Eastman’s
reputation for excellence lies in the talent and accomplishment of
its designers, makers, and company philosophy. At the forefront
at Eastman, is a commitment to the musician to make the finest
instruments at each level of performance. This ensures the musical
success and confidence of students, amateurs, and professionals.
Early in the development of each instrument line, Eastman chose to
partner with master instrument makers. This unique collaboration
has led to remarkable instruments within the woodwind and brass
families. These instruments include special features that one would
expect to find on high-end professional models. The influence of
these master makers is evident in the standard achieved for each
instrument made.
The Eastman Workshop in Beijing employs many talented and
dedicated craftspeople. Highly-skilled artisans handcraft each
instrument to bring the professional feel and sound that players
expect. Among many remarkable processes used in manufacturing
are a unique graduated bell spinning process, hand lapping
of all valves and tuning slides, diamond tipped engraving, and
a propriety trombone hand slide drawing technique. The Wm.
S. Haynes Company is a major influence in the development of
ANDREAS EASTMAN woodwind instruments. Over 125 years
of woodwind making experience is passed along to even the
newest members of our product line. The time honored traditions of

Q UA L I TY

instrument making, along with the use of superior materials, gives
the musician confidence to perform their very best.
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WOODWINDS
FLU T ES S A XOPHONES

E

astman is proud to offer an exceptional line of flutes and

saxophones. The Amadeus by Wm. S. Haynes Co. flutes have
bridged the gap between intermediate and professional flutes,
with a perfect blend of modern machinery and handwork.
The ANDREAS EASTMAN flutes have set a new standard of
craftsmanship and value. From the modern scale to hand cut
headjoints, ANDREAS EASTMAN and Amadeus flutes are the
perfect choice for the beginning player to the advancing musician.
ANDREAS EASTMAN saxophones are the choice of top
professionals. The 52nd St. model alto and tenor saxophones are
unlike anything else in the market today, and pay homage to great
saxophones of the past. The 640 series of professional saxophones
provide the advancing performer a free-blowing horn with a very
focused sound and precise intonation. ANDREAS EASTMAN
saxophones are an extraordinary value.
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FLU T ES

I

t was Wm. S. Haynes’ dream to offer an

affordable flute with the legendary “Haynes sound”.
This 125 year dream is now a reality through the
Wm. S. Haynes workshop in Beijing. Haynes crafts
a flute for the beginner, college music major, through
flutists in the worlds’ greatest orchestras.
Many student flutes possess headjoint designs which
produce an unfocused sound and encourage bad
habits. Often they are made with an industrial,
cost-cutting approach, more concerned with price
than performance. The dark, rich sound of a
Haynes flute affords even the beginning flutist the
opportunity of musical refinement. The hand cut,
Haynes designed ANDREAS EASTMAN headjoint,
rewards every student with flexibility and color.
The hand-shimmed padding responds to even a
professional’s touch. When you play an ANDREAS
EASTMAN flute you become part of the Haynes
family.
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PICCOLO & FLUTES

EPC260

EFL210

EFL220
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MODEL

HEADJOINT

BODY

KEYS

CASE

EPC260

silver-plated

ABS resin

plateau

French style

MODEL

HEADJOINT

BODY

KEYS

ARMS

G KEY

FOOTJOINT

CASE

EFL210

silver-plated

silver-plated

plateau

Y-arm

offset

C

ABS molded plastic

EFL210-CS

silver-plated (straight & curved)

silver-plated

plateau

Y-arm

offset

C

ABS molded plastic

EFL220

silver-plated

silver-plated

open hole

Y-arm

offset or
inline

B or C

ABS molded plastic

EFL320

EFL420

EFL520

MODEL

HEADJOINT

BODY

KEYS

ARMS

G KEY

FOOTJOINT

CASE

EFL320

sterling silver

silver-plated

open hole

Y-arm

offset or inline

B

French with nylon cover

EFL420

sterling silver

sterling silver

open hole

Y-arm

offset or inline

B

French with nylon cover

EFL520

sterling silver

sterling silver

open hole

French pointed

offset or inline

B

French with nylon cover

*Gold-plated lip plate [G]		
*Split E mechanism (Offset G only) [SE]
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AMADEUS FLUTES

T

he passion and craftsmanship that has been associated with Wm. S. Haynes flutes since 1888 emanates through

every Amadeus flute. Our master flutemakers design and work on each Amadeus flute before it leaves the Boston
workshop.
For decades, discerning flutists have chosen Wm. S. Haynes for the
“Haynes sound” – a beautiful core with rich colors. Continuing
that tradition, Amadeus advanced flutes come standard with a
professional Haynes Classic hand cut headjoint. The heart
of the flute is trusted to the same master headjoint maker
who creates all Haynes Custom headjoints. The Classic
headjoint allows you to explore a wide range of
tone colors with depth and agility.
Each Amadeus advanced flute is finished
by a Haynes professional at the Boston
workshop. The flutes are held to high
standards for durability and ease
of playing. Amadeus flutes offer
options normally only available
on professional flutes, such as
C# trill key, D# roller and
14k gold riser.

AF500

AF520

Love your sound.
Play Amadeus.
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MODEL

HEADJOINT

BODY

KEYS

ARMS

G KEY

FOOTJOINT

CASE

AF500

silver-plated with sterling
silver riser

silver-plated

plateau

Y-arm

offset

C

ABS molded plastic

AF520

silver-plated with sterling
silver riser

silver-plated

open hole

Y-arm

offset or inline

B or C

French with nylon cover

AMADEUS FLUTES

AF600

AF700

AF800

AF900

MODEL

HEADJOINT

BODY

KEYS

ARMS

G KEY

FOOTJOINT

CASE

AF600

sterling silver

AF700

sterling silver

silver-plated

open hole

Y-arm

offset or inline

B or C

French with nylon cover

sterling silver

open hole

Y-arm

offset or inline

B or C

AF800

French with nylon cover

sterling silver

silver-plated

open hole

French pointed

offset or inline

B or C

French with leather cover

AF900

sterling silver

sterling silver

open hole

French pointed

offset or inline

B or C

French with leather cover

*AF600-900 Series:

14k rose gold riser [14]

Split E mechanism (offset G only) [SE]

Plateau keys (closed hole) [P]

High E facilitator (G disk) [AFOP-E]

C# trill key (AF800-900 series) [C#]

D# roller & C# trill key (AF800-900 series) [CD]
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S A X O P H O NES

E

astman saxophones are known for their

outstanding response, even intonation, and
remarkable mechanism. Noted for their tone and
articulation, the saxophones resonate among the
very best. Eastman brings professional level features
even to the student level saxophones with ergonomic
key placement, high F# and adjustable thumb rest.
On the professional models, we feature all mother
of pearl finger buttons, and adjustable palm key
heights.
Rest assured, Eastman’s uncompromising attention to
detail allows you to enjoy a saxophone that delivers.

Bob Mintzer
member of the Yellowjackets and
Chair of the Jazz Studies Department
at USC Thornton School of Music

Soprano Sax
Model ESS642-GL
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Gary Bias
Earth Wind and Fire

52nd Street Sax
Model ETS652RL
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STUDENT SAXOPHONES

ETS240

EAS240
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MODEL

KEY

BODY

KEYS

FEATURES

CASE

EAS240

Eb

yellow brass with
clear lacquer

nickel-plated

CASX200

ETS240

Bb

yellow brass with
clear lacquer

nickel-plated

High F# key. Left and
right-hand section
adjusting screws.
Adjustable right-hand
thumb hook.

SOPRANO SAXOPHONES

ESS642-BS

ESS642-GL

MODEL

KEY

NECK

BODY

KEYS

FEATURES

CASE

ESS642-GL

Bb

straight fixed

gold lacquer

gold lacquer

CASX650

ESS642-BS

Bb

straight fixed

black nickel

silver-plated

High F# key. Hand engraved
bell. Italian leather pads.
Metal resonators. Blue steel
springs.
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ALTO SAXOPHONES

EAS640-BB

EAS640-BS

EAS640-GL
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MODEL

KEY

BODY

KEYS

FEATURES

CASE

EAS640-GL

Eb

gold lacquer

gold lacquer

CASX600A

EAS640-VL

Eb

vintage lacquer

vintage lacquer

EAS640-BB

Eb

black nickel

black nickel

EAS640-BS

Eb

black nickel

silver-plated

High F# key. Upper and
lower stack adjustment
screws. Adjustable
palm key heights. Hand
engraved neck & bell.
Double braced low C,
B, and Bb keys. Italian
leather pads. Metal
resonators. Adjustable
metal thumb hook.
Hand hammered bell.
Blue steel springs.

EAS640-VL

52ND STREET ALTO SAXOPHONES
Beginning in the early 1930’s and continuing
through the following decade, New York’s 52nd
Street played host to some of the most famous
and influential Jazz artists in history. Legends like
Charlie Parker, Billie Holiday, Coleman Hawkins,
Dizzy Gillespie and Miles Davis, appeared nightly
at the bustling clubs that lined “The Street”. These
historical venues included The Onyx, The Three
Deuces, The Yacht Club, The Spotlight and Jimmy
Ryan’s just to name a few.
The Eastman 52nd street model saxophone is
designed to pay homage to this era and the
innovations that came from the collaborations
of the special mix of varied talent in such a
concentrated space. With its vintage un-lacquered
finish, rolled style tone-holes and large bell, the
warm and colorful tone this instrument produces
is reminiscent of that, of the finest hand-crafted
saxophones of the period, while at the same time
utilizing the benefits of modern key work and
tone-hole placement for improved ergonomics
and flawless intonation. We’ve also included a
unique portrait style engraving in the spirit of the
instruments from that very special time in history.

EAS652RL

MODEL

KEY

BODY

KEYS

FEATURES

CASE

EAS652RL

Eb

aged brass

aged brass

High F# key. Upper and lower stack adjustment
screws. Adjustable palm key heights. Hand engraved
neck & bell. Double braced low C, B, and Bb keys
on all models. Italian leather pads. Metal resonators.
Adjustable metal thumb hook. Hand hammered bell.
Blue steel springs. Aged unlacquered brass. Rolled-style
tone holes. Large bell. 52nd street scene engraving.

CASX600A
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TENOR SAXOPHONES

ETS640-BS

ETS640-BB

ETS640-GL
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MODEL

KEY

BODY

KEYS

FEATURES

CASE

ETS640-GL

Bb

gold lacquer

gold lacquer

CASX600T

ETS640-VL

Bb

vintage lacquer

vintage lacquer

ETS640-BB

Bb

black nickel

black nickel

ETS640-BS

Bb

black nickel

silver-plated

High F# key. Upper and
lower stack adjustment
screws. Adjustable
palm key heights. Hand
engraved neck & bell.
Double braced low c,
b, and bb keys. Italian
leather pads. Metal
resonators. Adjustable
metal thumb hook.
Hand hammered bell.
Blue steel springs.

ETS640-VL

52ND STREET TENOR SAXOPHONES

Adjustable Palm Key Heights

Rolled-Style Tone Holes

Large Bell

52nd Street Scene Engraving

The 52nd Street saxophone is a professional instrument and
comes un-lacquered for a truly vintage appearance. It is
an exceptionally responsive horn in all registers from low
to high, and produces a big, fat sound with precise
intonation. A larger bell and rolled-style tone holes
contribute to the sound qualities of this instrument
that many compare to some of the great vintage

ETS652RL

horns of the past. Solid construction with
comfortable hand position and extras such as
adjustable palm keys.

MODEL

KEY

BODY

KEYS

FEATURES

CASE

ETS652RL

Eb

age brass

age brass

High F# key. Upper and lower stack adjustment
screws. Adjustable palm key heights. Hand engraved
neck & bell. Double braced low C, B, and Bb keys
on all models. Italian leather pads. Metal resonators.
Adjustable metal thumb hook. Hand hammered bell.
Blue steel springs. Aged unlacquered bare brass.
Rolled-style tone holes. Large bell. 52nd street scene
engraving.

CASX600T
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BARITONE SAXOPHONES

EBS640-BS

EBS640-GL
(side view)
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EBS640-GL

MODEL

KEY

BODY

KEYS

SPECIAL KEYS

FEATURES

CASE

EBS640-GL

Eb

gold lacquer

gold lacquer

high F#, low A

CASX650B

EBS640-BS

Eb

black nickel

silver plated

high F#, low A

High F# key. Upper and lower stack adjustment
screws. Hand engraved neck & bell. Double braced
low C, B, and Bb keys. Italian leather pads. Metal
resonators. Adjustable metal thumb hook. Hand
hammered bell. Blue steel springs.
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TRUMPETS FRENCH HORNS TROMBONES
ALTO HORNS & BARITONES EUPHONIUMS
TUBAS M ARCHING BRASS
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BRASS
T

hrough years of research, Eastman has developed a
full complement of brass instruments. The newly developed
professional line includes high-end trumpets, French horns,
trombones, and a euphonium. Each of these instruments
have been well researched, involving the leading players
and makers expertise to bring to you the finest instruments
possible. In the development, we have addressed many
of the pitch, tone, and mechanical issues related to these
instruments. Eastman brass artisans are passionate about
their craft. In the workshop, they take great care to craft an
instrument with both precision and constantly endeavour
to maintain exacting tolerances. The fit and finish through
hand lapping, meticulous honing, and an antiseptic
environment in the lacquer room, guarantees a brass
instrument that you will be proud to own and play.
When you play an ANDREAS EASTMAN brass instrument,
the unmistakable resonance will ring true to you.
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T R U M P ET S

W

hen EASTMAN went through its

first brass line expansion, they sought
out a talented trumpeter who was also
an aerospace engineer — Yang Fan.
Mr. Fan utilizes these unique skills in
managing our Beijing brass workshop.
As a trumpeter, Mr. Fan has a passion
for his instrument and has spent a
lifetime perfecting the art of trumpet
making. We are confident that you will
find trumpets of exceptional quality
with features found only on ANDREAS
EASTMAN trumpets. Proprietary
processes are used to enhance the
tonal qualities of the trumpet bell. Much
like the crafting of a violin, ANDREAS
EASTMAN trumpets are handgraduated in the bell spinning process
and bell tails are torched annealed to
help each piece of brass find its voice.
Hand-lapped valves and slides ensure
that you’ll have years of accuracy
in playing. ANDREAS EASTMAN
trumpets get it right solving centuries of
intonation errors.
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STUDENT TRUMPETS

ETR420

MODEL

KEY

BORE

BELL
DIAMETER

LEADPIPE
MATERIAL

BELL

VALVES

WATERKEY

FINISH

CASE

ETR320

Bb

.460”

4.75”

yellow brass

wire-reinforced yellow brass bell

stainless steel

lever style

epoxy lacquer

ABS molded case

ETR420

Bb

.460”

4.75”

yellow brass

hand-spun yellow brass with reinforced
wire rim and torch annealed bell tail

stainless steel

lever style

epoxy lacquer

ABS molded case

ETR420G

Bb

.460”

4.75”

yellow brass

hand-spun yellow brass with reinforced
wire rim and torch annealed bell tail

stainless steel

lever style

epoxy lacquer

ABS molded case
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INTERMEDIATE TRUMPETS
ETR520GS

ETR530S

ETR540S
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MODEL

KEY

BORE

BELL
DIAMETER

LEADPIPE
MATERIAL

BELL

VALVES

WATERKEY

FINISH

CASE

ETR520S

Bb

.460”

4.75”

yellow brass

hand-spun yellow brass with soldered
wire rim and torch annealed bell tail

stainless steel

lever style

silver-plated

nylon cordura
with accessory pockets

ETR520GS

Bb

.460”

4.75”

gold brass

hand-spun yellow brass with soldered
wire rim and torch annealed bell tail

stainless steel

lever style

silver-plated

nylon cordura
with accessory pockets

ETR530S

C

.460”

4.75”

yellow brass

hand-spun yellow brass with soldered
wire rim and torch annealed bell tail

stainless steel

amado style

silver-plated

double, nylon cordura
with accessory pockets

ETR530GS

C

.460”

4.75”

gold brass

hand-spun yellow brass with soldered
wire rim and torch annealed bell tail

stainless steel

amado style

silver-plated

double, nylon cordura
with accessory pockets

ETR540S

D/Eb

.468”

4.75”

yellow brass

hand-spun yellow brass with soldered
wire rim and torch annealed bell tail

stainless steel

amado style

silver-plated

double, nylon cordura
with accessory pockets

PROFESSIONAL TRUMPETS

Two-piece valve casing set
with nickel silver upper balusters

ETR821GS

MODEL

KEY

BORE

BELL
DIAMETER

LEADPIPE
MATERIAL

BELL

VALVES

WATERKEY

FINISH

CASE

stainless steel

lever style

silver-plated

forest green with leather trim

ETR821S

Bb

.459”

4.75”

yellow brass

standard weight,* traditional flare, yellow
brass soldered wire, torch annealed bell tail

ETR821GS

Bb

.459”

4.75”

yellow brass

standard weight,* traditional flare, yellow
brass soldered wire, torch annealed bell tail

stainless steel

lever style

silver-plated

forest green with leather trim

ETR822S

Bb

.459”

4.75”

yellow brass

standard weight,* traditional flare, yellow
brass soldered wire, torch annealed bell tail

stainless steel

lever style

silver-plated

forest green with leather trim

ETR822GS

Bb

.459”

4.75”

yellow brass

standard weight,* traditional flare, yellow
brass soldered wire, torch annealed bell tail

stainless steel

lever style

silver-plated

forest green with leather trim

ETR830S

C

.462”

4.75”

yellow brass

standard weight,* traditional flare, yellow
brass soldered wire, torch annealed bell tail

stainless steel

lever style

silver-plated

forest green with leather trim
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CORNETS
ECN422

EFG412

ECN421
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MODEL

KEY

BORE

BELL
DIAMETER

LEADPIPE
MATERIAL

ECN421

Bb

.460”

4.7”

ECN421S

Bb

.460”

ECN422

Bb

ECN422S

Bb

BELL

VALVES

WATERKEY

FINISH

CASE

yellow brass

hand-spun yellow brass with soldered
wire rim and torch annealed bell tail

stainless steel

lever style

epoxy lacquer

nylon cordura
with accessory pockets

4.7”

yellow brass

hand-spun yellow brass with soldered
wire rim and torch annealed bell tail

stainless steel

lever style

silver-plated

nylon cordura
with accessory pockets

.460”

4.7”

yellow brass
shep. crook

hand-spun yellow brass with soldered
wire rim and torch annealed bell tail

stainless steel

lever style

epoxy lacquer

nylon cordura
with accessory pockets

.460”

4.7”

gold brass
shep. crook

hand-spun yellow brass with soldered
wire rim and torch annealed bell tail

stainless steel

lever style

silver-plated

nylon cordura
with accessory pockets

FLUGELHORNS

MODEL

KEY

BORE

BELL
DIAMETER

LEADPIPE
MATERIAL

EFG412

Bb

.433”

6”

EFG412S

Bb

.433”

6”

BELL

VALVES

WATERKEY

FINISH

CASE

yellow brass

hand-spun yellow brass with soldered
wire rim and torch annealed bell tail

stainless steel

lever style

epoxy lacquerv

nylon cordura
with accessory pockets

yellow brass

hand-spun yellow brass with soldered
wire rim and torch annealed bell tail

stainless steel

lever style

silver-plated

nylon cordura
with accessory pockets
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FRENCH HORN

F

rench horns were the first

ANDREAS EASTMAN brass
instrument. A great success from
the start, players appreciate the
flexibility in all registers, accurate
intonation, and comfort in the
hands. ANDREAS EASTMAN French
horn rotors are hand-lapped brass
tapered valves that assure long life,
accurate intonation, and a tight fit
with smooth reliable action. The
newest member of the French horn
line is the EFH820. The EFH820
French horn is nickel with a medium
large bore, mechanical linkage,
adjustable left hand crook, specially
designed valve caps, and intricate
engraving. Our newest introduction
is already in very high demand with
professional players.
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FRENCH HORNS

EFH310

EFH420

MODEL

KEY

BORE

BELL
DIAMETER

WRAP

LEADPIPE

BELL

ROTORS

BELL THROAT

FINISH

EFH310

F

.468”

12.4”

Kruspe

yellow brass

hand-spun yellow brass with soldered
wire rim and torch annealed bell tail

yellow brass, tapered

medium

epoxy lacquer

EFH420

F/Bb

.468”

12.4”

Kruspe

nickel silver

hand-spun yellow brass with soldered
wire rim and torch annealed bell tail

yellow brass, tapered

medium

epoxy lacquer
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FRENCH HORNS

EFH820

EFH520
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MODEL

KEY

BORE

DIAMETER

WRAP

LEADPIPE

BELL

ROTORS

BELL THROAT

FINISH

CASE

EFH520

F/Bb

.468”

12.4”

Kruspe

nickel silver

hand-spun, handengraved gold
brass with torch
annealed bell tail

yellow brass, tapered valves

medium

epoxy lacquer

ANDREAS
EASTMAN
fiberglass case

EFH820

F/Bb

.468”

12.4”

Kruspe

nickel silver

hand-spun, hand
engraved nickelplated with torch
annealed bell tail

yellow brass, tapered valves
hand-spun

Eastman
throat

nickel silver

deluxe ANDREAS
EASTMAN
fiberglass travel
case

TROMBONES

A

NDREAS EASTMAN trombones

are produced along side the
renowned ANDREAS EASTMAN by
Shires trombones. Adopting many of
the high-end production techniques
and materials found in the ANDREAS
EASTMAN by Shires instruments,
you will find all Eastman trombones
have similar playing characteristics.
The advancing player will notice
fast action, nickel silver outer slide
tubing, brass fused seamless bells in
both yellow and gold brass, and both
traditional and open wrap designs.
30

ANDREAS EASTMAN TROMBONES

ETB310

ETB422
Open wrap

Traditional wrap

ETB432
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MODEL

KEY

BORE

BELL
DIAMETER

ETB310

Bb

.500”

8”

SLIDE

BELL

WATER KEY

FINISH

CASE

nickel silver
outer slide

hand-spun yellow brass with
wire rim & torch annealed

lever style

epoxy lacquer

thermoplastic

MODEL

KEY

BORE

BELL
DIAMETER

WRAP

SLIDE

BELL

ROTOR

FINISH

ETB430G

Bb/F

.547”

8 1/2”

trad.

nickel silver outer slide

hand-spun gold brass with wire rim

conventional rotor

epoxy lacquer

ETB432

Bb/F

.547”

8 1/2”

open

nickel silver outer slide

hand-spun yellow brass with wire rim

conventional rotor

epoxy lacquer

ETB432G

Bb/F

.547”

8 1/2”

open

nickel silver outer slide

hand-spun gold brass with wire rim

conventional rotor

epoxy lacquer

ETB422G

Bb/F

.525”

8 1/2”

open

nickel silver outer slide

hand-spun gold brass with wire rim

conventional rotor

epoxy lacquer

ETB432GS

Bb/F

.547”

8 1/2”

open

yellow brass with silver
plating outer slide

hand-spun gold brass with wire rim

conventional rotor

silver plated
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EASTMAN BY SHIRES TROMBONES

Conventional Eastman by Shires
extra-large rotary valve.

Eastman by Shires
axial flow valve.

ETB634

ETB630
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MODEL

KEY

BORE

BELL
DIAMETER

WRAP

LEADPIPE

BELL

VALVE

SLIDE

FINISH

ETB630

Bb

.547”

8 1/2”

open

3 interchangeable
tapered venturas

hand-spun yellow brass with
wire rim

Shires designed
conventional rotor

yellow brass outer slide

epoxy lacquer

ETB630G

Bb

.547”

8 1/2”

open

3 interchangeable
tapered venturas

hand-spun yellow brass with
wire rim

Shires designed
conventional rotor

yellow brass outer slide

epoxy lacquer

ETB634

Bb

.547”

8 1/2”

open

3 interchangeable
tapered venturas

hand-spun yellow brass with
wire rim

Shires designed
axial flow valve

yellow brass outer slide

epoxy lacquer

ETB634G

Bb

.547”

8 1/2”

open

3 interchangeable
tapered venturas

hand-spun yellow brass with
wire rim

Shires designed
axial flow valve

yellow brass outer slide

epoxy lacquer

ANDREAS EASTMAN by Shires
trombones are instruments of
exceptional quality. Using Mr.
Shires’ dictum, “It isn’t a trombone
if it doesn’t have a great slide,”
as our foundation, Eastman has
adopted a proprietary slide
drawing technique and devotes
the time and attention to each
slide that results in a product that
has everyone talking. The bell is
constructed using a proprietary
brass fusing technique that
produces a bell with no seams.
ANDREAS EASTMAN by Shires
trombones are available in
two models the ETB630 with a
conventional rotor and the ETB634
with an axial flow valve.

Our Shires designed conventional
rotor valve has larger matched
ports to produce a free flow of air
through the valve section while
Eastman’s axial flow valve does
one better, pushing air through the
axis. Available in either yellow or
gold brass, ANDREAS EASTMAN
by Shires trombones produce a
strong true orchestral trombone
sound.

Steve Shires
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A LT O H O R NS & BA R I T O NES EU P H O NIU M S

A

NDREAS EASTMAN alto

horns and baritones create a new
standard for quality and tone.
These instrument, though commonly
found in British-Style brass bands,
can provide a rich soloistic voice
to any emsemble. The EBH311 and
EBH311S baritones are perfect for
the beginning student because of
their size and weight. They are a
comfortable instrument for the young
student just starting down their
musical career.
ANDREAS EASTMAN euphoniums
are produced in the fine tradition
of brass band playing. Features like
gold brass leadpipes and precision
hand-lapped stainless steel valves
deliver exceptional performance,
with even more remarkable value.
Available in four different models,
there is an ANDREAS EASTMAN
euphonium to fit your needs.
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ALTO HORNS & BARITONES

EAH301

EBH311

MODEL

KEY

BORE

BELL
DIAMETER

WATER
KEY

LEADPIPE

BELL

VALVES

FINISH

EAH301

Eb

.462”

8 1/16”

lever

gold brass

hand-spun yellow brass with wire rim
& torch annealed bell tail

3 top action stainless
steel pistons

epoxy lacquer

EAH301S

Eb

.462”

8 1/16”

lever

gold brass

hand-spun yellow brass with wire rim
& torch annealed bell tail

3 top action stainless
steel pistons

silver-plated

EBH311

Bb

.504”

8 3/8”

lever

gold brass

hand-spun yellow brass with wire rim
& torch annealed bell tail

3 top action stainless
steel pistons

epoxy lacquer

EBH311S

Bb

.504”

8 3/8”

lever

gold brass

hand-spun yellow brass with wire rim
& torch annealed bell tail

3 top action stainless
steel pistons

silver-plated
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EUPHONIUMS

EEP526

EEP321

EEP421

37

MODEL

KEY

BORE

BELL
DIAMETER

WATER
KEY

LEADPIPE

BELL

VALVES

FINISH

EEP321

Bb

.571”

11”

lever

gold brass

hand-spun yellow brass upright bell

3 top action, stainless
steel pistons

epoxy lacquer

EEP321S

Bb

.571”

11”

lever

gold brass

hand-spun yellow brass upright bell

3 top action, stainless
steel pistons

silver-plated

EEP421

Bb

.571”

11”

lever

gold brass

hand-spun yellow brass upright bell

4 top action, stainless
steel pistons

epoxy lacquer

EEP421S

Bb

.571”

11”

lever

gold brass

hand-spun yellow brass upright bell

4 top action, stainless
steel pistons

silver-plated

EUPHONIUMS

EEP426

MODEL

KEY

BORE

BELL
DIAMETER

WATER
KEY

LEADPIPE

BELL

VALVES

FINISH

CASE

EEP426

Bb

.571”

11”

lever

gold brass

hand-spun yellow brass with wire rim
and torch annealed bell tail

3 top action + 1 side
stainless steel pistons

epoxy lacquer

ABS plastic

EEP426S

Bb

.571”

11”

lever

gold brass

hand-spun yellow brass with wire rim
and torch annealed bell tail

3 top action + 1 side
stainless steel pistons

silver-plated

ABS plastic
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EUPHONIUMS

EEP526S

39

MODEL

KEY

BORE

EEP526S

Bb

.610”/.630”
compensating

BELL
DIAMETER

WATER
KEY

11.4”

lever

LEADPIPE

BELL

VALVES

FINISH

CASE

gold brass
silver-plated

hand-spun yellow brass with wire rim
and torch annealed bell tail

3 top action + 1
side stainless steel
pistons

silver plated

ABS plastic

TUBAS

T

he ANDREAS EASTMAN tuba

line fills out the lowest tones in the
ensemble. All tubas feature yellow
brass construction, with nickel silver
tuning slides.
ANDREA EASTMAN tubas have a
big open sound with a solid core in
all registers. Whether you choose a
3/4 or 4/4 size, front or top action
valves the ANDREAS EASTMAN
tubas are top performers.
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TUBAS

EBB231

41

MODEL

KEY

BORE

BELL
DIAMETER

WATER
KEY

LEADPIPE

BELL

VALVES

FINISH

EBB231

BBb

.661”

14 3/4”

lever

gold brass

hand-spun yellow brass upright bell and
torch annealed bell tail

3 top action stainless
steel pistons

epoxy lacquer

EBB231S

BBb

.661”

14 3/4”

lever

gold brass

hand-spun yellow brass with wire rim and
torch annealed bell tail

3 top action stainless
steel pistons

silver-plated

TUBAS

EBB431

MODEL

KEY

BORE

BELL
DIAMETER

WATER
KEY

LEADPIPE

BELL

VALVES

FINISH

EBB431

BBb

.728”

17.5”

lever

gold brass

hand-spun yellow brass with wire rim
and torch annealed bell tail

4 top action stainless steel
pistons

epoxy lacquer

EBB431S

BBb

.728”

17.5”

lever

gold brass

hand-spun yellow brass with wire rim
and torch annealed bell tail

4 top action stainless steel
pistons

silver-plated
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TUBAS

EBB234

43

MODEL

KEY

BORE

BELL
DIAMETER

WATER
KEY

LEADPIPE

BELL

VALVES

FINISH

EBB234

BBb

.661”

14 3/4”

lever

gold brass

hand-spun yellow brass upright bell
and torch annealed bell tail

3 pistons - front action stainless steel pistons

epoxy lacquer

TUBAS

EBB534

MODEL

KEY

BORE

BELL
DIAMETER

WATER
KEY

LEADPIPE

BELL

VALVES

FINISH

EBB534

BBb

.687”

19”

lever

gold brass

hand-spun yellow brass upright bell
and torch annealed bell tail

4 front action stainless steel
pistons

epoxy lacquer
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MARCHING BRASS

M

arching band is at the heart of

thousands of music education programs
in our country. On the football field and
on the street, millions of young musicians
strive to do their best in front of great,
supportive crowds. This endeavor
calls for the best instruments available.
Eastman rises to the call with a set of
outstanding instruments that have special
features suited for this tough environment.
ANDREAS EASTMAN Marching
instruments feature gold brass leadpipes
that resist corrosion. Stainless steel pistons
allow for musical accuracy year after year
in this outdoor environment. Known for
excellent pitch throughout all registers,
ANDREAS EASTMAN Marching Brass
also display the power of projection
demanded in a setting that also requires
tonal beauty. Handcrafted to meet the
demands of either street parades or
a field show, ANDREAS EASTMAN
marching euphoniums and tubas quickly
convert to the concert stage with specially
designed conversion kits. ANDREAS
EASTMAN enters this page of American
history at the top with the best value in
marching brass available.
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MARCHING HORNS

EFH311M

EMP304

MODEL

KEY

BORE

BELL
DIAMETER

WATER
KEY

LEADPIPE

BELL

VALVES – conversion

FINISH

EMP304

F

.462”

10”

lever

gold brass

hand-spun yellow brass with wire rim
and torch annealed bell tail

3 stainless steel pistons

epoxy lacquer

EMP304S

F

.462”

10”

lever

gold brass

hand-spun yellow brass with wire rim
and torch annealed bell tail

3 stainless steel pistons

silver-plated

EFH311M

Bb

.571”

11”

lever

gold brass

hand-spun yellow brass with wire rim
and torch annealed bell tail

3 stainless steel pistons –
conversion kit

epoxy lacquer

EFH311MS

Bb

.571”

11”

lever

gold brass

hand-spun yellow brass with wire rim
and torch annealed bell tail

3 stainless steel pistons –
conversion kit

silver-plated
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MARCHING TUBAS

EBB331
Marching tuba conversion kit
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MODEL

KEY

BORE

BELL
DIAMETER

WATER
KEY

LEADPIPE

BELL

VALVES – conversion

FINISH

EBB231M

BBb

.661”

14 3/8”

lever

gold brass

hand-spun yellow brass with wire rim
and torch annealed bell tail

3 top action stainless steel pistons,
conversion kit

epoxy lacquer

EBB231MS

BBb

.661”

14 3/8”

lever

gold brass

hand-spun yellow brass with wire rim
and torch annealed bell tail

3 top action stainless steel pistons,
conversion kit

silver-plated

EBB331M

BBb

.728”

17.5”

lever

gold brass

hand-spun yellow brass with wire rim
and torch annealed bell tail

3 top action stainless steel pistons,
conversion kit

epoxy lacquer

EBB331MS

BBb

.728”

17.5”

lever

gold brass

hand-spun yellow brass with wire rim
and torch annealed bell tail

3 top action stainless steel pistons,
conversion kit

silver-plated

SOUSAPHONES/
MARCHING EUPHONIUMS

EBS331S

MODEL

KEY

BORE

BELL
DIAMETER

WATER
KEY

LEADPIPE

BELL

VALVES – conversion

FINISH

EBS331

BBb

.728”

26”

lever

yellow brass

hand-spun yellow brass with wire rim
and torch annealed bell tail

3 top action stainless steel pistons

epoxy lacquer

EBS331S

BBb

.728”

26”

lever

yellow brass

hand-spun yellow brass with wire rim
and torch annealed bell tail

3 top action stainless steel pistons

silver-plated

EEP321M

Bb

.571”

11”

lever

gold brass

hand-spun yellow brass with wire rim
and torch annealed bell tail

conversion–3 top action stainless
steel pistons conversion kit

epoxy lacquer

EEP321MS

Bb

.571”

11”

lever

gold brass

hand-spun yellow brass with wire rim
and torch annealed bell tail

conversion–3 top action stainless
steel pistons conversion kit

silver-plated
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CASES

W

ith ANDREAS EASTMAN

Cases, the secret is inside the case.
Using aircraft design and technology,
ANDREAS EASTMAN Cases
incorporate proprietary materials to
insure the case protects your valuable
instrument. Materials and designed
strength panels are strategically
placed in areas that typically take
a beating in transport. The result
is a great case that is lightweight,
strong and beautifully designed, yet
practical.
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WOODWIND CASES
CACLN16

CASX16A

CAFL16C

CASX10A

All ANDREAS EASTMAN
Cases are available in black,
white, blue, green, and red.

MODEL

INSTRUMENT

ALL ANDREAS EASTMAN FIBERGLASS CASE FEATURE

CAFL16

Flute Case

CAFL16C

Flute Case Cover

Fitted nest with
compartment for accessories

CACLR16

Single Clarinet

CACLR16D

Double Clarinet

CASX16A

Alto Saxophone

CASX16T

Tenor Saxophone

CASX10A

Alto Saxophone

Soft velour padded lining
to protect instrument
CASX16 Saxophone case includes bag
for neck of saxophone
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BRASS CASES

CAFH16D

CAFH16

CATB16BP

CATB10
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BRASS CASES

CATP16

CATR16D

All ANDREAS EASTMAN
Cases are available in black,
white, blue, green, and red.

MODEL

INSTRUMENT

ALL ANDREAS EASTMAN FIBERGLASS CASES FEATURE

CAFH16

Double French Horn

Fitted nest with compartment for accessories

CAFH16D

Detachable Bell F/Horn

Soft velour padded lining to protect instrument

CATP10

Single Trumpet

2 padded backpack straps

CATP16

Single Trumpet

Spill safe rubberized feet for stability

CATP16D

Double Trumpet

Available in both smooth and pebble finish

CATB10

Large Bore Tenor Trombone

CATB16

Tenor Trombone

CATB16B

Bass Trombone Case
(pebble finish only)
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EASTMAN MUSIC COMPANY
2158 Pomona Boulevard
Pomona, CA 91768
800.789.2216
FAX 909.868.1777

andreaseastman.com

